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Abstract

This article presents a summary of research conducted on the visual representation of indigenous cultures in four English textbooks produced for Norwegian lower secondary schools with the aim of investigating the extent to which images of indigenous people contribute to, or contradict, the general cultural aims of the English language learning curriculum in Norway. Over 800 textbook images were analyzed using the methods of visual content analysis and semiotic image analysis. A qualitative analysis of two photomontages also provides a more holistic approach to the study and helps to more clearly explain the quantitative results. The results from the research show a strong trend to focus on traditional aspects of indigenous people, a tendency to represent indigenous people in a lower position of power than the viewer, and to distance the viewer. Comparatively, the images of white people more frequently invite the viewer to interact and empathize with the participants. Consequently, the research concludes that the images in the four EFL textbooks analyzed are, to a large degree, potential carriers of ideologies in direct contradiction of the general cultural aims of English language learning in Norway. The implications of these findings are that images and how they position readers should a part of EFL teaching.

1. Introduction and aims

Textbook images provide an immediate window into what another culture is like, and may thus help students to achieve the aim of intercultural competence in the foreign language classroom. However, as will be shown, textbook images of other cultures may contribute to and reinforce stereotypes rather than challenge discriminatory beliefs. This article presents a summary of some of the findings of a recent study by the first author on the visual representation of indigenous cultures in four English as a Foreign Language (EFL) textbooks produced for Norwegian lower secondary schools. Over 800 textbook images were analyzed in the study using the methods of visual content analysis and

---

1 All of the results from this extensive analysis, including statistics categorized by textbook are available at: http://hdl.handle.net/11250/2400302.
semiotic image analysis to determine to what extent images of indigenous people in EFL textbooks for lower secondary schools contribute to or contradict the general cultural aims of English language learning in the Norwegian LK06 curriculum. A qualitative analysis of two photomontages also serves to provide a more holistic approach to the effect that individual pictures can have on the viewer, and helps to more clearly explain the quantitative results. Of particular importance to the study was what type of power relationships and reader identification the images demanded, and whether or not the images could be said to strengthen intercultural competence and democratic citizenship, competences promoted for education in Norway and Europe, or whether they reinforced cultural stereotypes and an “us” and “them” mentality.

The findings of the study also raise awareness about the need for the development of visual literacy skills amongst teachers and pupils, especially to meet the English subject competence aims related to intercultural competence. The methods of analysis used in the study may aid teachers and students in a critical visual literacy approach to meet these curriculum aims.

2. Background to the study
2.1. Intercultural competence in language learning

Over the past thirty years intercultural competence has been primarily understood in a European context as a language issue that can be resolved through a functional approach: the appropriateness of certain behaviors and the ability to act in accordance with the conventions particular to the foreign community (COE 2001: 104), the ability to deal with intercultural misunderstandings and conflict situations, and the ability to overcome stereotypes (Byram 2012). In recent years theorists such as Claire Kramsch and Adrian Holliday have criticized previous research into intercultural competence as essentialist and reductive (Kramsch 2002; Holliday et al 2010) and put forward the notion of critical intercultural competence, to focus more on values and ideologies. Bøhn and Dypedahl have argued that attitudes such as curiosity, openness, and tolerance should form an essential part of intercultural competence (2009: 154) and they seek to problematize the practice of teaching cultures in terms of “us” and “them”.

Several recent documents, both in Norway and in Europe, emphasize the importance of intercultural competence to both education in general, and to the teaching of English. According to the Purpose section of the English subject curriculum in Norway:

Development of ... cultural insight can promote greater interaction, understanding and respect between persons with different cultural backgrounds ... and cultural competence promote(s) the general education perspective and strengthen(s) democratic involvement and co-citizenship. (UDIR 2013: 2).

Additionally, the main subject area “Culture, Society and Literature” stresses that working with a variety of texts is essential to “develop knowledge about, understanding of and respect for the lives and cultures of other people” (UDIR 2013: 3).

These aims are also highlighted in the recent document Fremtidens Skole: Fornyelse av fag og kompetanser (The School of the Future: Renewal of Disciplines and Competencies), published in August 2015: “A central goal for student learning must be that they are able to interact in a variety of social arenas, not least those related to democratic participation,
tolerance, and social responsibility” (UDIR 2015: 10). The key words and themes from these documents echo current educational policies in Europe. For example, the Council of Europe’s White Paper on Intercultural Dialogue (COE 2008), titled “Living Together as Equals in Dignity”, emphasizes dialogue as a key component of interculturalism and as a solution for dealing with difference in an increasingly globalized world. It further highlights the importance of an intercultural education to foster global citizenship and respect for differing lifestyles.

Despite the broad and united push for intercultural competence, however, the English subject curriculum in Norway remains extremely vague regarding what type of intercultural competence students are expected to achieve, relying heavily on the repeated and not well-defined verb: “å drøfte …” (to discuss). As an example, by the end of tenth grade, students should be able to “discuss living and socializing in Great Britain, the USA, and other English-speaking countries and Norway”. Achieving this aim could presumably mean being able to speak about anything from the type of sports teenagers like to play in each country, to more serious political or economic issues related to lifestyle.

The English subject curriculum does not addresses the notion of stereotypes or mention concepts like “otherization” and essentialism, and in fact seems to encourage them with competence aims from the fourth to tenth grade asking students to compare “English-speaking cultures” with “Norwegian culture” for the purpose of reflecting on one’s own culture, attitudes and beliefs. The problem with goals such as this is not in reflection, but in the culturally-constructed ways that people are taught to imagine the Self as “normal” or “superior” and the Other as “alien”. Holliday explains:

By otherization we mean imagining someone as alien and different to ‘us’ in such a way that ‘they’ are excluded from ‘our’ ‘normal,’ ‘superior’ and ‘civilized’ group. Indeed it is by imagining a foreign Other in this way that ‘our’ group can become more confident and exclusive’ (Holliday 2004: 3).

Reflection thus becomes a reinforcement of the beliefs and attitudes already held.

Kramsch argues that practitioners and theorists of intercultural communication must confront inequalities and conflicts in cultures and not ignore who has access to discourse and power and who does not. For Kramsch this means that language teachers should “focus less on seemingly fixed, stable cultural entities and identities on both sides of national borders” (1995: 8). She further advocates that foreign languages be taught as an “oppositional practice”, defined by her as “critical cross-cultural literacy”.

2.2 Images as carriers of culture

It has been argued that part of the educational process is socialization into the attitudes, beliefs and values of one’s own culture (cf. Freire 1970; Althusser 1971; Jackson 1968; Giroux 1983), one of the difficulties in teaching culture and / or interculturalism is not how we get to know, understand and respect others, but how well we know ourselves. Research in the area of visual literacy argues that interpretation depends upon the image-producer and the reader engaging in a culturally- and socially-bound agreement (Hall 1972; Cohn 2013; Eisner 2008). Thus when reading images, learners are more apt to read into them from their own belief systems, rather than to meet those represented in the images for the first time, with no prior schema (Berger 1972; Cohn 2013).
Images communicate their message best through what appears as commonsense, what is taken for granted in a culture (Hall 1997). Thus visual texts, even more so than written texts, are more or less always communicating within agreed-upon social conventions about what looks nice, scary, interesting, etc. Images that are intended to represent reality thus must be made to appear natural, as though there is nothing to resist or contest.

Historically, the photograph has been considered as a relatively objective representation, compared to that of painting or drawing (Sturken & Cartwright 2009: 16-17). In her seminal study explaining the role of photography in furnishing evidence, Susan Sontag explains that photographs, unlike other mimetic objects such as paintings, are perceived to be nearer reality than other types of images (Sontag 1977: 5). They furnish evidence, and can work to prove the existence of something previously doubted. However, at even a basic level, it is indisputable that choices must be made when taking a photograph: choices in regard to composition, angle, lighting, positioning of the elements, etc.

Hilary Janks points out that no text is neutral and always reflects the choices of the text-producer. “Texts have social effects … they are designed to recruit us into their version of ‘the truth’” (Janks, Dixon, Ferreira, Granville & Newfield 2014: 1). The problem, however, is that people’s awareness of the subjectivity of the photograph is largely subdued (Sturken & Cartwright 2009: 18) and therefore much of the authority of the photograph originates from the fact that it is perceived as an objective copy of reality, and thus neutral.

3. Research on textbook images and cultural stereotyping

It is now generally accepted in the field of visual studies that images, rather than being viewed simply as illustrations of a verbal text, carry their own meaning and can, in and of themselves, be “read”. Visual literacy has been defined at a basic level as the “ability to construct meaning from visual images” (Giorgis et al, 1999: 146), and more in-depth as a “set of skills needed to be able to interpret the content of visual images, examine social impact of those images and to discuss purpose, audience and ownership” (Bamford 2003).

However, research into how images are taught and read in the classroom is still a relatively new field. Arizpe and Styles (2004) found that reading images “makes demands on what are often called ‘higher order reading skills’ (inference, viewpoint, style and so on) and involves deep thinking” (195). Howells and Negreiros argue that while most students learn to recognize elements of content, style and structure in a written text, the majority remain “visually illiterate”, reading images only at a surface level of determining what is happening in the image (2012: 5). A survey of visual literacy skills amongst fifth graders in the U.S. showed that while both pupils and their teachers were good at reading the individual signs of ads, both groups performed poorly when it came to identifying the underlying ideologies conveyed by the ads (Albers et al 2008, ctd. in Vasquez 2013: 10).

Only a handful of studies have focused on ideology and images in EFL textbooks: Lee’s (2014) research into gender representation in Japanese EFL textbooks revealed a bias against women; Marefat and Marzban’s (2014) multimodal analysis of gender representation in Iranian textbooks for teaching English indicated that while men were depicted in a more visible and active way, the women were both invisible and underrepresented; Giaschi’s (2000) critical image analysis of ESL texts made by the British Council showed that the
images communicated a strong gender positioning. Giaschi also argued that the British culture communicated was predominantly patriarchal and capitalistic.

Of particular interest to teaching culture in the EFL classroom is a study by Taylor-Mendes (2009) that focused on responses by students and teachers images in EFL textbooks in relation to race, class or gender. Taylor-Mendes found that many of the textbooks in use in Brazil work to enforce already established stereotypes of the “white American” as powerful and that “EFL images do not so much represent culture as construct cultural and racial identities” (2009: 77). For Taylor-Mendes the “most worrisome” findings were that the textbook images reinforce the stereotypes and racial biases that students already held, rather than challenging the students with a new way of viewing people (2009: 76).

In Norway two studies shed some light on the problems textbook images present to developing intercultural competence. An extensive study of primarily written texts in EFL textbooks used in Norway under the L97 curriculum by Ragnhild Lund concluded that “many cultural groups are presented in one text only, and the pictures that are provided are sometimes fragmentary, one-sided and superficial” (Lund 2006: 281). Furthermore, the study showed that on the whole, the textbooks used in Norway did not encourage intercultural learning (Lund 2006: 290), but instead provided many examples of stereotypical representations of cultures, for example by representing Hispanics “…only as people who try to cross the Mexican border illegally” (2006: 281). The findings also showed a tendency towards exoticisation (2006: 282).

More recently, Geir Winje found that religion textbooks in Norway treat religious art that is part of a western canon differently than non-western religious art. Images by western artists were understood as critical and original and belonging to historical epochs, while images by non-western artists were anonymous and repeated the same pre-modern motifs. Winje found that the non-western images could be interpreted as “exotic” and “inaccessible” (Winje 2014: 15).

4. Materials and Methods

The data collection for the present study included all visual representations of indigenous people\(^3\) and “white” people\(^4\) from four different EFL textbook collections made for the three years of lower secondary school in Norway (thus twelve books in total): Crossroads, Key

---

\(^3\) Since indigenous people are not defined by their biological features but by their cultural identity, the selection of images relied on cultural references within the image, such as clothing or artifacts, or explicit reference in the surrounding text.

\(^4\) The authors of the article wish to make clear their belief that whiteness does not exist as a true biological category, but is rather a “race” attributed to people displaying a lack of other racial qualities (cf. Dyer 1997). Thus, “white” has come to represent the “norm” and “non-white” as “other”. For the purpose of this analysis, participants were categorized as white when their outward appearance conformed to the dominant cultural agreements regarding whiteness as a light skin color.
English, New Flight and Searching. The textbooks were chosen because they are currently in use in Stavanger area schools, and because they represent four different major publishing companies. The analysis was limited to indigenous cultures for two main reasons: it was within the first author’s own experience, both as a student and as a teacher, that indigenous people are frequently represented as traditional and “Other” in the educational context in Norway. Secondly, because indigenous peoples are explicitly mentioned in one of the competence aims in the English curriculum in Norway, it could be expected that visual representations of them would be found in all textbook series.

The main methods used in the study were visual content analysis and semiotic image analysis, quantitative methods used to classify and count certain types of occurrences for the purpose of making generalizations. A brief overview of these methods will be given below. Finally, a qualitative analysis of two photomontages also serves to provide a more holistic approach to the effect that individual pictures can have on the viewer, and helps to more clearly explain the quantitative results.

For the content analysis information was gathered regarding the who and what of the image for the purpose of answering the research question: “To what extent do the images that are presented as representing indigenous cultures reinforce cultural stereotyping?” Images were classified according by setting (modern, traditional and neutral), and by the type of clothing worn by those pictured (modern or traditional).

The second part of the study looked at how the represented participants in the images were depicted to determine whether any systematic differences occurred in how the viewer is positioned in relation to people from indigenous cultures compared to white people in relation to power and identity.

According to Janks (2010: 61), “all texts are positioned and positioning”. Positioning involves both the text-producer and the viewer and refers to their beliefs, values and attitudes, social positions (race, class, age, etc.), geographical location, and life experiences such as education, languages spoken or travel.

Following Jewitt & Oyama (2001) and Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), in order to reveal an image’s positioning, a structural analysis may be used, which includes reading eye contact between the participant represented in the image and the viewer. In visual studies this is widely referred to as “the gaze”, “spectatorship” or “the act of looking”. Theorists of visual literacy suggest that a fundamental difference exists between images where the represented participant is looking directly at the viewer and not. When a represented participant is depicted looking out of the image, he or she “…interpellates the human subject who looks at it with a look back – that is, a call, an appeal, or an address (Sturken & Cartwright 2009: 104). Kress and van Leeuwen term this address as “demand” – participants demand for a relationship (albeit imaginary) to be formed (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006: 118). In contrast, images which contain participants that do not look out at the viewer are classified as “offer”, which means that the participant offers himself or herself to be viewed, seemingly unaware. Here the viewer is positioned as a voyeur, free to look at the participant without being caught

5 Applying a dichotomy like this is not unproblematic, as it raises questions about what is considered “traditional” and “modern”, and who has the power to decide. At the same time, the dominant cultural understandings of these terms also affects the way that teachers and students may interpret these images.
in the act of looking. The viewer is conventionally awarded more power than the person who is viewed.

An analysis of the gaze can also be used to determine the level of engagement that viewers are positioned to have with participants. For example, Kress & van Leeuwen (2006: 119) found that in an Australian primary-school textbook, the Aboriginal participants rarely looked directly at the viewer and are thus depicted as objects of contemplation, not as subjects for the pupil to enter into an imaginary social relationship with” (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006: 120).

The angle from which the viewer sees the participant can also be used as a determiner of power. If the represented participant is depicted from a high angle, it typically indicates that he or she is of a lower status than the viewer (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006: 140): the viewer is positioned to “look down” on the participant. In contrast, if the participant is shown from a low angle, with the viewer looking up at the participant, the viewer is positioned to admire and give power to the participant. If the participant is depicted at eye-level with the viewer, the power relationship implied between the participant and the viewer is neutral, or equal. Horizontal angles also play a role in determining the imaginary social relationship created between viewer and participant: Frontal angles increase involvement, while oblique angles enforce detachment (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006: 136).

The choice of frame can also suggest a close or distant relationship between the represented participants and the viewers (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006: 124). A close shot implies intimacy, whereas the long shot is more impersonal.

In addition to the quantitative analysis outlined above, a qualitative analysis using critical visual literacy as well as elements from semiotic image analysis, was applied to a selection of the images, mainly to provide a more holistic approach to the effect that individual pictures can have on the viewer. Additionally, it helps to more clearly explain the quantitative results. As such, the selection of the images for this part of the analysis was neither random nor widespread. Instead, the images were selected based on either being particularly useful in relation to providing nuances to the discussion, or particularly interesting in its effect on the viewer.

Janks et al. (2014: 85) propose a sequence of three steps as a method of reading images critically, covering the three areas what/who, how and where. In the first step, the reader is suggested to look at the visual content of the image. Here, questions such as who or what the image depicts, and does not depict are central. In the second step, the focus shifts to how the depicted people or items are represented. The angle, lighting and colors are all important factors towards how the image is interpreted. In the final step, Janks suggest looking at the image in its context, analyzing the textual, social and political context of which the image appears.

The contextual elements of the images were addressed in this analysis both through looking at the individual elements of the multimodal text, as well as the layout of the text as a whole. Because this study was mainly concerned with visual representations, no in-depth analysis was conducted on the verbal text. However, the verbal texts were read with the aim of analyzing how it potentially influenced the visual message. The tasks connected to the context of which the images are found were also analyzed, in order to see if any of the tasks involved the use of the images, and if so what effect that might have on the reader’s interpretation. These three steps were all to some degree covered in the qualitative analysis, the extent of which decided by the nature of the image in
question. Because of its qualitative nature, the results from this part of the study will be presented in narrative form, while the images in question are included in the appendices.

5. Findings and Discussion

5.1. Quantitative results

The results of the content analysis show that just over 50% of the images representing indigenous cultures show people in a traditional setting with no elements of the modern world present (see Table 1.), and over 60% of the indigenous participants in the images are depicted wearing traditional clothing. In New Flight, this frequency was as high as 90% (see Table 2.). Furthermore, all of the four textbook collections in the study depicted participants from at least one indigenous culture exclusively in traditional clothing. The argument here is not that representing Indigenous peoples’ cultural heritage is undesirable, in the same way that it would not be undesirable to represent a Norwegian wearing a “bunad” (Norwegian national costume) or performing “hallingdans” (traditional Norwegian folk dance).

Through repeated representations of indigenous people in their traditional clothing and settings, the textbooks run the risk of reinforcing the stereotype of indigenous people as traditional, primitive, and unable to assimilate with the modern world. This coincides with Lund’s (2006) findings that in many cases textbooks focus on the most exotic characteristics of a foreign culture. One possible consequence of this stereotyping is that the images position the viewer to see indigenous people as static, and it further encourages an essentialist view of culture. Additionally, indigenous people, unlike whites, often go unnamed in these images and serve as representatives of an entire culture, way of life, or particular concept that students are learning.

Table 1.
Categorization of setting in the Indigenous corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Modern</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crossroads</td>
<td>10 (43.5 %)</td>
<td>9 (39.1 %)</td>
<td>4 (17.4 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key English</td>
<td>7 (31.8 %)</td>
<td>7 (31.8 %)</td>
<td>8 (36.4 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Flight</td>
<td>18 (75 %)</td>
<td>3 (12.5 %)</td>
<td>3 (12.5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching</td>
<td>13 (54.2 %)</td>
<td>3 (12.5 %)</td>
<td>8 (33.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>48 (51.6 %)</td>
<td>22 (23.7 %)</td>
<td>23 (24.7 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.
Categorization of indigenous participants’ clothing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Modern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crossroads</td>
<td>24 (66.7 %)</td>
<td>12 (33.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key English</td>
<td>22 (44 %)</td>
<td>28 (56 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Flight</td>
<td>26 (89.7 %)</td>
<td>3 (10.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching</td>
<td>27 (62.8 %)</td>
<td>16 (37.2 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>99 (62.7 %)</td>
<td>59 (37.3 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using a visual semiotic analysis of photographic techniques such as the angle of shots (bird’s eye, high, eye-level, low, oblique), position of the gaze (demand or offer), and frame (wide, close-up, etc.) sought to investigate power relationships in the photos. This portion of the study found that viewers of the textbook images are positioned more frequently to identify or interact with white participants than they are with indigenous participants, thus increasing the “us vs. them” divide. This is due both to lack of eye contact between the indigenous participant and the viewer (the viewer is invited to gaze at the participant, but the participant does not look at the viewer) and to the distance, or sense of detachment, created by impersonal (wide) framing. Although close and medium shots are nearly the same for images of whites and indigenous people (but still occur less frequently with indigenous people), nearly 40% of indigenous participants in the textbooks are depicted from an impersonal angle, compared to only 18% of white participants (see Table 3.).

**Table 3.**
Categorization of social distance, as defined by the frame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intimate (Close)</th>
<th>Social (Medium)</th>
<th>Impersonal (Wide)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>WP</td>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossroads</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16.7 %)</td>
<td>(19.6 %)</td>
<td>(44.4 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key English</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(14.3 %)</td>
<td>(13.2 %)</td>
<td>(36.7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Flight</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(13.8 %)</td>
<td>(13.1 %)</td>
<td>(62.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7 %)</td>
<td>(19.3 %)</td>
<td>(65.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(12.7 %)</td>
<td>(15.8 %)</td>
<td>(50.6 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IP = indigenous participants  WP = white participants

In terms of whether power is awared to the participant or the viewer, people from indigenous communities are also depicted twice as often from a high vertical angle than people who can be defined as “white” (see Table 4.). This angle causes them to more often appear “small and insignificant” to the reader, while whites more often appear “imposing and awesome” (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006: 146).
Table 4. Categorization of power relationship, as defined by the vertical angle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Viewer power</th>
<th>Equality</th>
<th>Participant power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(High angle)</td>
<td>(Eye-level)</td>
<td>(Low angle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>WP</td>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossroads</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0 %)</td>
<td>(16.5 %)</td>
<td>(97.2 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key English</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(32.7 %)</td>
<td>(10.5 %)</td>
<td>(65.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Flight</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10.3 %)</td>
<td>(8.5 %)</td>
<td>(69 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(32.6 %)</td>
<td>(7.7 %)</td>
<td>(65.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(20.9 %)</td>
<td>(10.4 %)</td>
<td>(72.8 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IP = indigenous participants  WP = white participants

The results also show a significant difference in eye contact between the participants in the image and the image viewer. On the whole, the reader is roughly twice as likely to make eye contact with white people than with indigenous people (see Table 5.). In some instances, eye contact is nearly three times as likely, such as in Key English, where eye contact is established with indigenous people in only 10% of the pictures representing them. Lack of eye contact creates an uneven power relationship between the reader and person depicted. Although the relationship is imagined, it nevertheless prevents the reader from engaging in a social relationship with the image, or empathizing with the people depicted.
Table 5.
Categorization of the gaze, as defined by eye-contact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Demand (Eye-contact)</th>
<th>Offer (Lack of eye-contact)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>WP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossroads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 (13.9 %)</td>
<td>100 (28.4 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 (10 %)</td>
<td>135 (28.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Flight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 (20.7 %)</td>
<td>133 (23.6 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 (16.3 %)</td>
<td>115 (27.7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23 (14.6 %)</td>
<td>483 (26.7 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IP = indigenous participants  WP = white participants

Another problem highlighted by the study is the grouping and confining of images of indigenous peoples into one textbook chapter or unit, which reinforces the marking of these peoples as “Other”, and as not integrated into the rest of the society. As will be shown through a brief qualitative analysis of two photomontages, when used to compare cultures, often create “us” / “them” dichotomies between “whites” who are shown as active, complex and technologically advanced, and indigenous peoples who appear passive, primitive and simple.

5.1 Qualitative analysis of photomontages

Photomontage depicting ‘Native people’
Figure 1 below shows a two-page photomontage at the start of the chapter “Native people” in New Flight 2. It consists of a front page containing a title and a large image, followed by smaller images that are related to the topic addressed: Inuit, Native Americans, Aboriginals and Maoris. Each indigenous culture is represented in two images, amounting to eight images in total.
Only one of these images can be categorized as exclusively modern. This is the image of an Aboriginal boy wearing a white shirt underneath a red jumper. The boy is smiling and looking at something or someone who appears to be just to the right of the viewer. As such, the boy is not looking directly at the viewer and therefore the viewer cannot engage with him. This is consistent with the other indigenous participants in the photomontage, of which only two make eye-contact with the viewer.

Short texts accompany the images, providing generic information about the different indigenous peoples, mainly focusing on historical facts such as “The Native American people probably came from Asia some 35,000 years ago. They settled all over the American continent and formed different tribes” (New Flight 2 2007: 28). No specific information about the people depicted in the images is given. A task is also included on the two-page layout, asking the question: “What do you know about these native peoples?” (New Flight 2: 28). There is no explicit reference to the images in the task.

Although the task does not explicitly ask the pupils to use the images as a prompt to retrieve their knowledge, this might be inferred from the context as the task is surrounded by images. While the images potentially change the meaning of the text, the text also has the potential to change the meaning of the images, by pointing the pupils towards what
‘knowledge’ is in this context. Furthermore, the task, as well as the placement of the photomontage at the beginning of the chapter, encourages the use of the layout as a general introduction to the topic. Consequently, the pupils are from the very start positioned to view indigenous people as belonging in the past.

Finally, it can be pointed out that out of ten participants in this two-page layout, only two of the participants in the images are actively doing something. The rest are passive, posing for the images in their traditional outfits. When comparing these images to those of the two-page photomontage in the preceding chapter, “When School’s Out” (see Figure 2.) the contrast is striking. The participants in this photomontage are active, reading, cycling or playing videogames, etc. Moreover, this photomontage mainly depicts young teenagers, whereas the majority of the participants in the indigenous photomontage are of an adult age. Consequently, pupils in lower secondary are positioned by the images to relate more naturally to those people who appear to be like them: young teenagers in western society.

**Figure 2.**

*New Flight 2, 2007: 8-9*

**Photomontage depicting ‘Australia’**

Another photomontage in *New Flight* that depicts indigenous cultures can be found at the start of a chapter named “Down under” in *New Flight 1*, which is about Australia and New Zealand. The photomontage consists of six images, two of which will be discussed here (see Figure 3.). The two images are placed on the bottom left side of the two-page layout. Placed
to the left is an image depicting a white, Australian, girl communicating with her teacher using a radio transmitter. To the right of this, the other image can be found, depicting an Aboriginal boy having his face painted. A short description of the image states the following: “The natives of Australia are called Aborigines. They often paint their faces and bodies before performing a ritual dance” (*New Flight 1*: 155).

**Figure 3.**

*New Flight 1*, 2006: 154

There are several differences between the two images. Firstly, the girl is presented in an active role, using a radio, while the boy is presented in a passive role, getting his face painted. Secondly, the image of the girl contains light colors, whereas the image of the boy is almost solely comprised of dark colors, with the facial painting as well as the tool used for painting constituting the most salient elements of the image. Furthermore, the framing of each image is different. The girl is depicted in a medium, or social, frame, which includes more of the surroundings. In contrast, the boy is depicted in a very close, or intimate, frame and the only context which is visible is a hand holding a tool used for painting.

Whereas the “white” Australian is depicted in a modern school environment, which the pupils would relate to, the Aboriginal Australian is presented as belonging to a people who “…often paint their faces and bodies before performing a ritual dance” (*New Flight 1*: 155). The extreme difference in color between the two images further increases the difference between the two images. Instead of decreasing the stereotype of indigenous people as traditional and primitive, the juxtaposing of the two images therefore creates a dichotomy between the “white” and the “indigenous” Australian, where the white is active, complex, and technologically advanced, and the Aboriginal is passive, primitive and simple. A final point is color: as a relic from the past, dark tones are still often carry negative connotations (Sturken & Cartwright 2009). Subsequently, the darkness of the image depicting the Aboriginal boy, and in particular when juxtaposed with the light image of the blonde girl, can potentially enforce a feeling of apprehension towards the foreign Other.
6. Conclusion

The study concluded that there is a marked trend in the EFL textbooks analyzed to depict indigenous cultures as one-sided, and thus stereotypical, and to reducing otherwise complicated cultures to a few, superficial characteristics. It can also be argued that, overall, the images in the four textbook collections position the viewer to enter a closer social relationship with the white participants, than with the indigenous participants. The authority invested in schools and textbooks as disseminators of knowledge, and the heavy reliance on textbooks in the Norwegian ESL classroom (Charboneau 2012) compounds the effect of these images.

It has been argued that in order to increase greater interaction, understanding and respect between people with differing cultural backgrounds, as stated in the general aims for EFL education in Norway in the LK06 curriculum, it is important to encourage the attainment of intercultural competence. Furthermore, it has been argued that the values and attitudes held towards other cultures are an essential part of this. Indigenous peoples are by definition significantly different from the majority culture of the country they inhabit. Consequently, the representations of these cultures carry the additional risk of enforcing stereotypes and a sense of otherness. However, as maintained in the discussion, the images in the textbooks analyzed are not working effectively to show diversity or to bring down boundaries between “us” and “them”, but are instead reinforcing these. Subsequently, there is not only a lost potential of increasing intercultural competence, but the images representing indigenous cultures in the textbooks are actively working against this. The answer to the main research question is therefore that the images in the four EFL textbooks analyzed in the current study to a large degree are potential carriers of myths and ideologies which directly contradict the general cultural aims of English language learning in Norway.

6.1. Implications

There are several implications that arise from these findings, both in relation to teaching practices in schools, as well as for textbook producers. It has been argued that images can be carriers of myths and ideologies, and that the school is an arena in which ideologies can most powerfully be instilled. The results from the current study show that the images in the four EFL textbooks to various degrees carry ideologies that contradict the general cultural aims of EFL education in Norway. It is therefore important that teachers are aware of the danger of visual stereotyping in relation to indigenous people, and consequently provide the pupils with many other images in addition to those that are found in the textbooks when these are fragmentary and lacking in diversity. As argued previously, images are not read in isolation, and the schools and teachers therefore have the opportunity to influence the way these images are interpreted. For example, discussing the images with pupils could encourage them to think about the way in which the images position them to view indigenous cultures. Through critically reading the visual representations, the ideologies and myths can be brought in to the open where they are less persuasive. Through this process, the pupils are enabled to take an active stance on whether they accept the positioning which is offered or not (Janks et al. 2014).

Certain implications can also be extracted from the results of this study for textbook producers, who have a choice when presenting images of people from different cultures. As argued by Janks et al. (2014), representational systems can both
contribute to or challenge the ideologies and myths of a society. Subsequently, textbooks have the potential to show images of indigenous people which emphasize cultural diversity, rather than stereotypes, images which bring down dichotomies between ‘us’ and ‘them’, rather than enforcing them. Thus, the results from the study imply that the images that were analyzed not only contradict the general cultural aims, but that they represent a lost potential in relation to challenging naturalized myths and stereotypes.

6.2. Limitations and recommendations for further research
The current study applied a theoretical approach to the potential meanings of images. However, the actual meanings taken from the images by the viewers depend on a variety of factors, including among other things their personal background and the context in which the images are read.

While this study aimed to shed light on the potential meanings of images in textbooks, research is still needed on the actual interpretations made by pupils, on how textbook images are currently used in the classroom, and on how teachers should be trained in order to address these issues.
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